ABSTRACT In this paper, we present a concept of interval granular fuzzy models and elaborate on their detailed development scheme and performance evaluation. The crux of the underlying design is that the information granules and information granularity which play a pivotal role in human cognitive and decisionmaking activities are incorporated into existing fuzzy modeling methods to realize system modeling at the level of information granules. The overall development process of interval granular fuzzy model includes two stages. At the first stage, we form input-error data by computing residual error resulting from the wellestablished numeric model and then establish granular structures positioned in the input space by clustering input-error data and invoking the principle of justifiable information granularity for weighted data. These granular structures discovered in the input space become condition parts of the rules of the developed interval granular fuzzy model. At the second stage, the interval information granules positioned in the error space are directly induced with the aid of granular structures discovered in the input space. These interval information granules describe the range of residual error produced by the numeric model and are exploited to form the conclusion part of the corresponding rules of the developed interval granular fuzzy model. So far, the interval granular fuzzy model is completely constructed, whose rules help compensate the discrepancies of the numeric model. The output of the developed model is an interval information granule showing a range of possible residual error produced by the numeric model. The several performance indices are presented to evaluate the developed interval granular fuzzy model. A series of numeric experiments completed for synthetic data and real-world data coming from the machine learning repository provide a useful insight into the effectiveness of the presented development scheme, reveal the impact of some parameters on the performance of the developed model and demonstrate its advantages.
I. INTRODUCTION
System modeling and ensuing models which can realize mapping from the space of input variables to the space of output variables form a timely and important topic pursued by many researchers. There has been a spectrum of models including linear regression models [1] based on statistical theory [2] , the fuzzy models [3] , [4] based on fuzzy sets theory [5] , [6] , support vector regression (SVR) models [7] based on the statistical learning theory [8] , artificial neural network (ANN) models [9] imitating the working mechanism of central nervous systems of brain. By integrating various
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Giovanni Pau. theories and methods developed are some models with hybrid architectures, like fuzzy neural networks (FNNs) [10] , fuzzy support vector machine models (FSVMs) [11] , etc. Although the above-mentioned models have been established using different methods and exhibiting different architectures, they share several common features:
• the models are designed and developed with the goal of achieving highly accuracy articulated at the numeric level.
• the outputs of these models are numeric, i.e., for any numeric inputs, the models produce numeric results. In essence, the models characterized by the above features fall into the category of numeric models. Many of them have been widely applied to diverse domains [12] - [16] , showing good performance. Whereas these numeric models are also facing an evident challenge that is the results (numeric entities) produced by numeric models are too rigid to communicate better with users and provide effective support when users perform inference and decision-making according to them. In this sense, the high accuracy of models is not absolutely necessary. For example, in the case of forecasting stock prices, change range (interval) of stock prices in the future is more credible than specific numeric value for customer's understanding and cognition. Therefore, to design and develop a model whose outputs are in better rapport with users and facilitate communication with users has becoming one of urgent demands of data modeling in nowadays.
In human cognitive and decision-making activities, information granules [17] - [20] serve as the bridge between the human cognition and the real world. When human perceive complex phenomena, information granules first emerge through the organization of existing knowledge along with available experimental evidence and structuring them in a certain level of abstraction (generality), and then are regarded as fundamental components to participate into the ensuing process of describing phenomena, reasoning and supporting decision-making. In the process, information granules become a key component of available knowledge representation and processing. In the above-mentioned scenario of forecasting stock prices, the change range of stock prices can also be regraded as an information granule. The emerging of information granules come with the process of abstraction and the size (specificity) of information granules formed is closely related with information granularity used in the process of abstraction. Different information granularity results in the emerge of different size of information granules which captures essential facets of the problem at hand at different hierarchies and different level of details.
The concept of information granules can also be formalized in a certain existing formalism such as sets (intervals) [21] , fuzzy sets [5] , [22] , rough sets [23] - [25] , shadowed sets [26] , probabilistic sets [27] , [28] and alike, i.e., intervals, fuzzy sets, rough sets, shadowed sets, probabilistic sets etc. can all be used to represent information granules. Zadeh [29] presented a general view of fuzzy sets viewed as examples of information granules: g = (x is G) is λ, where x is a variable of a universe of discourse U , G is a convex fuzzy subset of U , and λ is the probability of x belonging to the subset G. Pedrycz and Vukovich [30] also showed a model of generalization and specialization of fuzzy information granules. Design and development of information granules can be supported by some methods such as various clustering algorithms including the well-known Fuzzy C-means clustering (FCM) [31] , the principle of justifiable information granularity [32] and their some improvements [33] - [36] . Depending upon the formalism used to express information granules, information granularity can be described and quantified in different ways as the size of the granule (its granularity is expressed by counting the number of elements embraced by the granule for discrete case), the length of the granule (for continuous case) or alike.
As noted above, the concept of information granules and information granularity used in the process of cognition of human can be introduced into the existing approaches of system modeling and in this way make the outputs of the model be information granules instead of numeric entities intuitively, which becomes one of available ways to effectively confront the above-mentioned challenge encountered by the numeric models in nowadays. Bearing in mind the idea, the ultimate intent of this study is to develop a new model whose outputs are information granules as the augment of outcomes of general numeric model for boosting rapport between the numeric model and users. Here the new model is called the granular model. Based on this, considering that intervals provided with uncertainty can represent information granules and fuzzy models can communicated with users in an explicit, transparent way (i.e., fuzzy models have better interpretability), we develop a new model called the interval granular fuzzy model.
Overall, the main contributions of this paper are as follows:
• Developing the extend version of the principle of justifiable information granularity to manipulate weighted data, which is exploited to find granular constructs of data under some level of information granularity along with Fuzzy C-means clustering.
• Referred to the idea of classic fuzzy modeling, the architecture and detailed development scheme of interval granular fuzzy model are presented on basis of granular constructs of data which have been discovered.
• The performance evaluation of interval granular fuzzy model is also shown. The paper is structured into six sections. Section II describes the architecture of interval granular fuzzy models and presents the underlying processing giving rise to granular output. In the sequence, as the foundation of developing interval granular fuzzy model, a extended version of the principle of justifiable information granularity is presented to process weighted data. The detailed development schemes and performance evaluation of the interval granular fuzzy model are presented in Section IV. A series of numeric experiments is covered in the Section V. An impacts of some parameters on the performance of the developed granular model is discussed in detail. Finally, Section VI provides some conclusions.
II. THE ARCHITECTURE OF INTERVAL GRANULAR FUZZY MODEL AND ITS UNDERLYING PROCESSING
In this section, interval operations, which are fundamentals of supporting computation of interval granular fuzzy model, are first introduced. In the sequence, starting with design of traditional fuzzy models, we present the architecture of interval granular fuzzy model.
A. INTERVAL OPERATIONS
Interval numbers are used to represent a set of generic objects in the interval mathematics. For example, interval numbers VOLUME 7, 2019 The algebraic operations are defined as follows [37] :
• Division (excluding division by an interval containing 0):
B. ARCHITECTURE OF INTERVAL GRANULAR FUZZY MODEL
Let us consider the incremental version of fuzzy model need change [38] composed c rules which is given in the following form:
where x ∈ R n is an n-dimensional input variable, y is the output produced by the generic numeric model,ē i is a representative value of the residual error produced by the generic numeric model, which is located at conclusion part of ith rule. A i is a fuzzy set (relation) defined in the n-dimensional input space, which is located at the condition part of ith rule and determined by running FCM. A i (x) is ''activation degree'' of ith rule for a given input x, which is governed by the following formula:
where m > 1 is a fuzzification coefficient, v i is the ith prototype positioned in the input space, · expresses a Euclidean distance between the input x and the ith prototype v i . It is apparent that the fuzzy model expressed in the form of (1) shows a compensation mechanism by delivering the residual error estimated with the aid of fuzzy clustering to the output produced by the generic numeric model. In fact, the fuzzy model can also regarded as that it consists of some pieces of knowledge described in the form of rules:
where
The design of the fuzzy model (2) splits into the two main conceptual and algorithmic phases, namely (i) construction of fuzzy sets (A i ) expressed by numeric prototypes v i of the condition parts, and (ii) design of conclusions of the rules determining the local residual errorē i .
In the above-mentioned design process, if we envision that the prototypes positioned the n-dimensional input space are extend to information granules whose projection on individual coordinates are interval information granules, the ensuing fuzzy sets of condition parts standing in fuzzy rule become granular fuzzy sets and the values of the corresponding membership functions can be characterized by interval information granules. Further, the representative value of the local residual error of conclusion parts standing in fuzzy rules are also admitted to become interval information granules, thus (1) can be transformed to the following format:
where A i (x) is called granular activation degree of ith rule for given input variable x, which is an interval information granule. E i is an interval information granule positioned in the error space, which is associated with conclusion part of ith rule. The symbols ''⊗'' and ''⊕'' represent the interval multiplication operation and the interval addition operation, which underlines a fact that processing involves interval information granules rather than plain numeric entities. As a results, the output Y is also evidently an interval information granule itself, and the model (4) is referred to as ''interval granular fuzzy model''. The value of its output shows range of possible value of output produced by the generic numeric model versus the a given input x. It can also be described by a series of rules read as follows: It is worth stressing that the granular fuzzy model (4) can be regarded as an augment of the traditional fuzzy model (1) , which implies the model (4) have more generality than the traditional fuzzy model governed by formula (1) . The key differences between the model (4) and the model (1) have two folds: one is that output of the former is information granule which is capable of establishing better rapports between models and users, and the other is that parameters of the former (A i and E i ) are also information granules, not numeric entities. In what follows, we focus on the development of the interval granular fuzzy model.
III. THE FOUNDATION OF DEVELOPING INTERVAL GRANULAR FUZZY MODEL: THE PRINCIPLE OF JUSTIFIABLE GRANULARITY FOR WEIGHTED NUMERIC DATA
The principle of justifiable granularity [32] provides an approach to construct information granule on basis of available experimental evidence (data). In this principle, information granule can be regarded as a construct having both the legitimate granularity property and the sound semantic meaning property. This two properties can be respectively quantified by two indices --the coverage index and the specificity index. In what follows, we detail how to apply the principle to granulate weighted data.
Let us consider a collection Z of the weighted numeric data expressing in the form of data-weight pairs, that is is an information granule which is produced by using the principle of justifiable granularity to granulate the weighted data Z. Consider that the goal of this research is to develop interval granular fuzzy model, let us start with an interval representation of , i.e. the information granule produced is an interval, that is
where a and b are respectively the lower and upper bounds of .
As mentioned above, interval information granule produced by exploiting the principle to granulate Z have the two essential properties, say the legitimate granularity and the sound semantic meaning. For the former, it implies that the interval information granule produced can be supported by as many experimental evidences as possible, viz. the sum of weights of data falling within the interval information granule produced should be as high as possible, which can make the information granule produced become more legitimate (justified). The legitimate granularity of interval information granule can be quantified by the coverage index (it is denoted as ''cov( )'') described as follows:
Evidently, the higher the value of coverage index of the information granule produced is, the more justified it is. While for the latter, it manifests that the interval information granule produced comes with a well-articulated semantics. In other words, the length of interval information granule produced should be as low as possible, which can make it become more specific. The specificity of interval information granule produced can also be quantified by the specificity index (it is abbreviated as ''spc( )'', say (6)) which is indicated by any continuous non-increasing function f of the length of . The shorter the length of interval information granule produced is, the higher the value of specificity of it is, and the more specific it is.
It is evident that the above-mentioned two properties are in conflict: the increase in the values of the coverage index of interval information granule produced brings about deterioration of its specificity. In order to balance the two properties of the interval information granule produced, a composite multiplicative index F shown as follows is considered. The higher the value of the composite index of the interval information granule produced is, the more it can better cover both the coverage and the specificity.
Based on the above, the process of using the principle of justifiable granularity to design interval information granule around the weighted data Z is now presented as follows. Let m be a weighted mean or median (say a sound numerical representative) of the data Z. It can divide the data Z into two portions (see Fig.1 ) --one is the portion that is greater than the numeric representative m and the other is the portion that is lesser than the numeric representative m. The former is used to determine the upper boundary b of interval information granule , and whereas the latter is used to determine the lower boundary a of interval information granule . Below we are concerned with the upper bound b of the interval information granule .
We first arrange the subset of original data {x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x N } whose elements are greater than the numeric representative m in an increasing order, which yields an ordered set Fig.1 ) where m < r 1 < r 2 < · · · < r p and p < N . Note that each of elements in the ordered set yielded is associated with the weight of it in the original data. Assuming that the sequence of weights corresponding to the ordered set yielded is denoted as w 1 , w 2 , · · · , w p . Thus, the upper boundary b of the interval information granule is determined by maximizing the following expression:
where the non-increasing function f is chosen as the following form:
By optimizing (8), the optimal upper bound b of interval information granule , which is denoted as b opt , can be obtained, namely b opt = argmax b>m F(b). Likewise, for the determination of lower boundary a of interval information granule , the above same process manner can be referred, viz. the optimal lower boundary a opt of interval information granule produced can be obtained by optimizing (10) , say a opt = argmax a<m F(a).
In the process of optimizing (8) and (10), the role of parameter α has two folds: one is that it can provide some flexibility for the two optimization processes and the other is that it calibrates an impact of the specificity property on the interval information granule produced. Higher values of α stress the increasing importance of the specificity of constructed interval information granule. However, sufficiently high values of α is very limited to promote the specificity of constructed interval information granule. Additionally, different values of α result in producing different size of interval information granule. In other words, the value of α, which can be regarded as the level of information granularity used in the process of information granulation, is closely related to size of interval information granule produced. The range of possible value of α in the above two optimization process can be determined by the following fashion, respectively.
Note that the smallest value of α is zero. If α = 0 then f (u) = 1, which implies the interval information granule produced includes all experimental data and its specificity is completely ignored. At the same time, the construction of the interval information granule is only depended on its coverage property. Further, in the process of optimizing the upper boundary b of interval information granule, when the upper boundary b is located at r 1 , interval information granule produced satisfies the following formula:
Apparently when r 2 is embraced by the interval information granule, this means that the corresponding value of F(r 2 ) is lower than before, i.e.
Let |r 1 − m| and |r 2 − m| be d 1 and d 2 , respectively. We rewrite (15) as follows:
As shown in Fig.1 , information granule [m, r 1 ] is smallest one in interval information granules produced on basis of data that is greater than m, i.e., the information granule [m, r 1 ] is the most specific information granule. This implies that the lower boundary of value of α, which is denoted as α 1max (b), is equal to ln(
. Similarly, when r 3 , r 4 , · · · , x p is embraced by the information granule in turn, we can also obtain the corresponding value of lower boundary of
Let the maximal lower boundary α max (b) of the value of α used in the process of optimizing the upper boundary b
In the sequence we can normalize the value of α i max (b) where i = 1, 2, · · · , p − 1 to [0, 1] in the form of α/α max so that when specifying a single value of α, the corresponding upper boundary b of the interval granule can be obtained. The same manner as discussed above is also used to determine the maximum value of α(a) -α max (a).
It is worth reminding that for the predetermined value of level of information granularity α ∈ [0, 1], using the principle to granulate the weighted data can only produce a single interval information granule. When the value of α is continuously changed from 0 to 1, a family of interval information granules can be generated around the numerical representative of this weighted data.
IV. THE EMERGENCE OF INTERVAL GRANULAR FUZZY MODEL: DETAILED DEVELOPMENT SCHEMES
As has been mentioned in Section II before, in essence the development of interval granular fuzzy model inherits from the traditional fuzzy modeling idea. The core of idea of fuzzy modeling is to estimate output in the light of numeric structures (prototypes) discovered in the input space and the architecture of resulting fuzzy model is based on a series of rules. Likewise, the key of developing interval granular fuzzy model with (4) format is to discover reasonable granular structures (prototypes) which are used to describe data positioned in the input space and the output space and relate them together by using a series of if − then rules. In what follows, we first introduce the concept and construction of granular prototypes, and then the detailed scheme of development of interval granular fuzzy model and its performance evaluation are presented.
A. THE GRANULAR PROTOTYPE: CONCEPT AND CONSTRUCTION
As we all know, numeric prototypes, as a result of fuzzy clustering, are regarded as numeric representatives of data. The so-called granular prototypes indeed are in the form of information granules to reasonably express these numeric prototypes and capture structures of data. In other words, the granular prototype can be regarded as the a way of granular representatives of data belonged to some cluster. Fig.2 shows concept of granular prototype and granular prototype expressed in the form of rectangle information granule. FIGURE 2. The concept of granular prototype and granular prototype expressed in the form of rectangle information granule, where v i is a numeric prototype and V i is a granular prototype. (a) The concept of granular prototype. (b) The granular prototype expressed in the form of rectangle information granule.
So far the concept of granular prototype has been introduced, in what follows we focus on the construction of granular prototype. For a given dataset expressed by matrix 
Consider that the numeric prototypes produced by fuzzy clustering are endowed with the representation capabilities, the construction of granular prototypes of the data collection D start with these established numeric prototypes around which the granular prototypes are constructed by invoking the principle of justifiable granularity to granulate data described by these numeric prototypes. More specifically, for a given prototype v j (j = 1, 2, · · · , c), the corresponding granular prototype V j (j = 1, 2, · · · , c) can be constructed according to the following steps:
Step 1. Transforming the original dataset D into the weighted n-dimensional dataset Z on basis of the given numeric prototype v j .
For any entry x i (i = 1, 2, · · · , N ) in the dataset D (i.e. the ith row of matrix D), it can be transformed into the weighted data (x i µ ji ) through calculating the membership degree between this entry x i and the prototype v j according to formula (4) , where the value of weight µ ji denotes also the contribution degree of the ith entry x i in dataset D to construction of corresponding granular prototype V j . In this way each of entries of dataset D is separately transformed so that an weighted
T (note that the value shown in brackets denotes weight of corresponding entry to the prototype v j .)
Step 2. Projecting the prototype v j and the weighted n-dimensional dataset Z formed by Step 1 onto individual coordinates.
Note that the projection of the prototype v j on the ith coordinate is a data point which is denoted as v ji . Whereas the projection of the weighted n-dimensional dataset Z on the ith coordinate is an one-dimensional dataset with weights, which is signed as z i , that is
Step 3. Given a predetermined value of level of information granularity α ∈ [0, 1], separately constructing interval information granule on the weighted one-dimensional dataset formed on individual coordinates.
Based on Step 2, let us consider that the weighted onedimensional dataset z i formed on the ith coordinate. Let the projection v ji of the prototype v j on the ith coordinate be the numeric representative of z i . In the sequel, the principle of justifiable granularity presented in Subsection III is exploited to granulate this weighted one-dimensional data collection z i so that the interval information granule j i (α) is produced under the level of information granularity α. Note that the notation j i (α) indicates that it is an interval information granule formed on the ith coordinate around the jth prototype v j under the level of information granularity α.
Step 4. Under the level of information granularity α, the interval information granules
formed on individual coordinates around the prototype v j are taken Cartesian product in which way the granular prototype V j corresponding to prototype v j is produced, viz.
Here the notation V α j represents an information granule which is produced around the prototype v j under the level of α information granularity. In the n-dimensional real space, the geometric structure of the information granule V α j produced is an hyper-box, so it is also called the hyper-box information granule.
Note that for a given dataset D ⊂ R n , if it is clustered into c clusters by fuzzy clustering, according to the abovementioned method the total number of the hyper-box granular clusters produced in n-dimensional real space is also c. Further, when the value of level of information granularity α is continuously changed from 0 to 1, in n-dimensional real space the family of c hyper-box information granules is formed.
For the dataset D ⊂ R n , once the hyper-box granular prototypes around its numeric prototypes are determined around, the match degree between the corresponding granular prototype and any entry in dataset D is also information granule. Assuming that V α j is the jth hyper-box information granule prototype of dataset D under the level of α information granularity and x is some entry in dataset D. First, let us consider a construct by observing a single coordinate. The projection of jth hyper-box granular prototype V j on the ith coordinate forms an interval [v
For the projection of the entry x on the ith coordinate, say x i , referring to Fig.3 , we consider the following two situation: FIGURE 3. The computation of match degree between some granular prototype V j and a entry x in data collection D.
The measure of distance between the point x i and the interval [v
can be taken by considering the pessimistic and optimistic scenario. In other words, the distance can be described by computing maximum and minimum value of distance between the point x i and the bounds of the interval, i.e. max{(
In this case, it is intuitive to accept that the distance is equal to zero (as x i is included in the interval [v
Based on the above, the distance between the entry x in the dataset D and the jth hyper-box granular prototype V α j under the level of α information granularity can be determined by manipulating each coordinate independently according VOLUME 7, 2019 to the two situations outlined above. Concretely, the minimum and maximum value of this distance, d min (x, V α j ) and d max (x, V α j ), can be computed respectively on basis of the follows:
Once that the distance between the entry x and the jth hyper-box granular prototype V α j is determined, the match degree between the entry x and the jth hyper-box granular prototype V α j can be obtained by referring to the formula (2):
where c is the total number of hyper-box granular prototypes. Thus, under the level of α information granularity, the match degree µ α j (x) between the entry x and the jth hyper-box granular prototype can be obtained finally, viz.
Evidently, this match degree is also an interval information granule.
B. THE EMERGENCE OF INTERVAL GRANULAR FUZZY MODEL
Similar with process of fuzzy modeling, the development of interval granular fuzzy model presented in the form of (4) consists of two stages --one is the design of hyper-box granular prototypes V j positioned in the input space, which can form granular fuzzy sets standing the condition part of interval granular fuzzy model and the other is the design of interval information granules E j standing the conclusion part of interval granular fuzzy model. It is worth noting that the process of developing interval granular fuzzy model starts with a well-established numeric model no matter what its architecture and a way of its construction are. In what follows, the detailed development scheme of interval granular fuzzy model is presented along with the above-mentioned two stages.
Let D be an input-output dataset including N input-put pairs (
Given that a numeric model has been established on basis of this dataset D, we can calculate residual error of the wellestablished numeric model to form input-error dataset D used to develop corresponding interval granular fuzzy model. More specifically, we calculate error e i between the output data target i and the output y i produced by inputing x i to the well-established numeric model, that is e i = target i − y i for i = 1, 2, · · · , N . In the sequel, for all i = 1, 2, · · · , N , we take together with the input data x i and the error data e i , which results in the formation of input-error dataset D , viz. D = {(x 1 , e 1 ), (x 2 , e 2 ), · · · , (x N , e N )}. Based on the formed input-error dataset D , the two stage development process of interval granular fuzzy model which acts as an auxiliary of the well-established numeric model is now presented as follows:
Stage 1. The design of hyper-box granular prototypes standing condition part of rules of interval granular fuzzy model
The main goal of this stage is to find reasonable granular structures of data positioned in the input part of the inputerror dataset D . It can be realized through the following two steps:
Step
Determining the numeric prototypes of the inputerror dataset D by using fuzzy C-means clustering algorithm.
The purpose of this step is to discover sound numeric structures of data dispersing in the input-error space. 
where σ k is a standard deviation of the kth variable of input part of dataset D and σ e is a standard deviation of the error part of dataset D . For each numeric prototype v j (j = 1, 2, · · · , c) formed by fuzzy clustering, it can be structured into two blocks as follows [v jēj 
Here it is worth stressing that v j is the jth numeric prototype corresponding to the input part of D and theē j is the jth numeric prototype corresponding to the error part of D .
Step 2. Separately transforming the c numeric prototypes
) positioned in input space of D into their granular prototypes by invoking method detailed in Subsection III.
The purpose of this step is to obtain sound granular structures of input space around the numeric prototype formed in step 1. The detailed process of exploiting the principle of justifiable granularity to transform a numeric prototype into the corresponding granular prototype has been presented in Section III. Through this step, under the level of α information granularity, the numeric prototype v j positioned in the 
. So far, under the level of α information granularity, the interval granular fuzzy model is emerged as follows: (19) is governed by the following formula:
where y is the output produced by the generic numeric model and E α j is an interval information granular which is associated with the jth rule under the level of α information granularity.µ α j (x) is the granular activation degree of the jth rule to a given input x under the level of α information granularity, which can be determined by the formula (17) . Y α is an interval information granule showing range of possible value of output produced by the generic numeric model versus the a given input x under the level of α information granularity. Besides, in (20) , the symbol ''⊗'' and ''⊕'' represent the interval multiplication operation and the interval addition operation, respectively.
Note that each rule in (19) discloses compensating discrepancies resulting by the well-established numeric model for different inputs under level of α information granularity. Based on the above, the key features of the developed interval granular fuzzy model are summarized as follows:
• As the augment of the generic numeric model, the output of the developed model is an information granule expressed in the form of interval, which shows range of possible output value of the generic numeric model so that the developed model is in better rapport with users.
• Compared with the generic numeric model, the output of the developed model shows more flexibility since information granularity is treated as an important asset throughout the entire development process of one, viz., the size of information granule of output produced by the model (viz. the length of interval of output produced by the model) goes hand in hand with the level of information granularity used in the development process of the model.
• As a result of drawing upon the idea of classic fuzzy modeling, the developed model can reveal compensating discrepancies resulting by the well-established numeric model in the case of different inputs, showing better interpretability.
C. THE EVALUATION OF QUALITY OF THE DEVELOPED INTERVAL GRANULAR FUZZY MODEL
As noted above, the output of the developed interval granular fuzzy model is an information granule coming in interval format. Thus, the quality of the developed interval granular fuzzy model can be evaluated by the coverage index and the specificity index of interval information granule produced the model. The coverage index can reveal an extent to which the output of sample data are ''covered/included'' by the output produced the developed interval granular fuzzy model, whereas the specificity index can indicate a level of specificity of the information granules (i.e. the length of interval granules) produced by the developed interval granular fuzzy model, that is the information granules produced by the developed interval granular fuzzy model can be supported by sound semantics. Let {(x 1 , target 1 ), (x 2 , target 2 ), · · · , (x N , target N )} be an input-output dataset. For any input variables x i (i = 1, 2, · · · , N ), the interval granular fuzzy model developed under the level of α information granularity returns an interval
. Thus, the coverage index and the specificity index of the interval granular fuzzy model developed under the level of α information granularity can be calculated as follows: VOLUME 7, 2019 • the coverage index:
• the specificity index:
where range is expressed as |target max − target min | with target max = max{target 1 , target 2 , · · · , target N } and
Since the two indices are in conflict --under the level of α information granularity, the number of the output of sample data covered by the output produced by the developed interval granular fuzzy model increases, the length of interval information granules produced by the corresponding interval granular fuzzy model might increase and cause a decrease in the specificity. As usual, we expect to find a sound compromise between the two indices for comprehensively evaluating the developed interval granular fuzzy model. Based on this, the following composite performance index is used to evaluate quality of the interval granular fuzzy model under the level of α information granularity:
From (23), the quality of the interval granular fuzzy model articulated in terms of the composite performance index is directly depended on the value of level of information granularity α used in the process of developing this model. The global form of the composite performance index is produced as the following integrals that can be referred to as the Area Under Curve (AUC):
It can be sought as global indicator of quality of the developed interval granular fuzzy model.
V. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES
In this section, we report a series of results for a two-dimensional synthetic datasets and several real-world datasets to illustrate the development scheme of the interval granular fuzzy model presented in this research. In particular, the impacts of some parameters (the level of information granular level α and the number of clustering c) involved in the development process on the performance of the developed interval granular fuzzy model is concerned as well. For all experimental datasets, the multilayer neural networks with back-propagation learning algorithm (BP neural network) are used to establish the generic numeric models.
The corresponding interval granular fuzzy models are developed for the number of clustering varying between 2 and 10 under the level of information granularity whose value start with 0 and then gradually increasing it by 0.001 until the value of 1 has been reached. To assure high confidence in the experimental results, for each dataset, the experiments are repeated 50 times and the average values of individual performance index to be recorded are reported.
A. TWO-DIMENSIONAL SYNTHETIC DATASET
A two-dimensional synthetic dataset including 201 inputoutput pairs is generated by using function y = x 1 e −(x 2 1 +x 2 2 ) (see Fig.4(a) ) whose two input variables range from −2.0 to 2.0. A BP neural network model with 8 hidden layer neurons is exploited to make model for the two-dimensional dataset.
The Fig.4(b) shows the corresponding input-error data produced by calculating residual error of the well-established BP neural network model. 
1) THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
For the formed input-error data shown in the Fig.4(b) , it is split into the training dataset including 141 input-error pairs and the testing dataset including 60 input-error pairs in the proportion of 70% and 30%. The training dataset is used to develop the interval granular fuzzy model and the testing dataset is used to validate quality of the developed interval granular fuzzy model. Table 1 , where the value of α min indicates that it is a low boundary of value of α which can guarantee no intersection between granular prototypes produced in the input space) are reported from column 3 to column 4 in Table 1 . Besides, for each selected value of c, the performance index of interval granular fuzzy model developed for several selected values of level of information granularity are also reported from column 5 to column 10 in Table 1 . Fig.5 shows the visualization of granular prototypes positioned in the space in the case of α = α min and α = 0.5 for some selected values of c. Further, we display the curve of the average coverage index, the average specificity index and the average composite performance index of the developed interval granular fuzzy model versus the value of level of information granularity α for several selected number of clustering, see Fig.6 . Fig.7 shows the plot of global performance (AUC) of interval granular fuzzy model versus different number of clustering c.
2) ANALYSES OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
(1)The impact of different level of information granularity on the performance of the developed interval granular fuzzy model From Fig.6 , we can see clearly that the coverage index (Cov), the specificity index (Spec) and the composite performance index (F) of the developed interval granular fuzzy model are highly sensitive to the value of level of information granularity α used in the development process.
For the coverage index, its average value get gradually lower when increasing value of level of information granularity α. For example, when the number of clustering is fixed to 5 (see Fig.6(c) ), as to the training dataset, the value of average coverage index is 1 for α = 0 (which means that the output of interval granular fuzzy model developed under the level of α = 0 information granularity completely covers sample data in training dataset.) whereas the value is 0.1682 for α = 0.5 and the value is 0 for α = 1. As to testing dataset, the value of average coverage index is 1 for α = 0 whereas the value is 0.1516 for α = 0.5 and the value is 0 for α = 1. For other value of c (see Fig.6(a) and Fig.6(b) ), the situations are also similar. In a nutshell, in the case of the given number of clustering, the developed interval granular fuzzy model can produce higher coverage index at the lower value of α whereas the coverage index gradually decrease when moving from the very low values of α to higher values.
For the specificity index, let us observe Fig.6(a) , Fig.6 (b) and Fig.6(c) , an interesting conclusion can be drawn, that is the impact of level of information granularity on the specificity index of the developed interval granular fuzzy model is opposite with the situation of the coverage index -in the case of the given number of clustering c, the developed information granular fuzzy model produces the higher specificity index at the higher value of α, and the average value of specificity index gradually increases when moving from the value of lower α to high value.
For the composite performance index, we can see clearly that the value of average composite performance index dramatically increases when increasing the value of α starting with value of 0 however the value begins to decline when going beyond a certain value of α. For example, for Fig.6(c) , in the case of number of clustering c = 5, as to the training dataset and the testing dataset, the values of average composite performance index of the developed interval granular fuzzy model increase from 0.4179 to 0.5869 (maximum) when moving value of α from 0 to 0.066 whereas the values begin decline when the value of α exceeds 0.066. At the moment, the value of level of information granularity 0.066 becomes a ''knee point''. When the number of clustering c are 3 and 4, the corresponding ''knee point'' are 0.11 and 0.053, respectively. Further, let us observe Fig.6(a) , Fig.6(b) and Fig.6(c) , when the number of clustering c is fixed, the ''knee point'' of the developed interval granular fuzzy model is located nearby value of α min which indicates it is low boundary of value of α which can guarantee no intersection between granular prototypes produced in the input space in the corresponding development process.
(2)The impact of different number of clustering on the performance of the developed interval granular fuzzy model From the Fig.7 , the global performance (AUC) of the developed interval granular fuzzy model is also sensitive to the number of clustering c used in the corresponding development process --when moving the value of c from 2 to 4, the value of AUC dramatically increases, and whereas the value becomes constant nearly when continuously moving the value of c from 4 to 10. In other words, the global performance of the developed interval granular fuzzy model is not continuously increasing with the increment of number of clustering. Obviously, for the two-dimensional synthetic dataset, when the number of clustering c is set to 4, the corresponding interval granular fuzzy model reaches better global performance whose value of average AUC is 0.3159. At the moment, when the value of α is set to α min , viz. α = α min = 0.053, the coverage index, the specificity index and the composite performance index of the developed interval granular fuzzy model for the training dataset are 0.8426, 0.6217 and 0.5238, respectively. For the testing dataset, the three indices are 0.8233, 0.6139 and 0.5055 in turn.
B. PUBLICLY AVAILABLE DATASETS
In this subsection, three publicly available datasets from Machine Learning website http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/ --the Iris dataset, the Wine and the Boston housing are used in a series of experiments. For the Iris dataset including a total of 150 instances, its first three variables is regraded as input variables and the last one variable (petal width) is regarded as output variable. For the Wine dataset, it contains 178 instances, 12 input variables and one output variable which is Proline. The Boston housing dataset consists of 13 input variables, one output variable which is median value of owner-occupied homes in $1000 s and a total of 506 instances. We use BP neural network model with 10 hidden layer neurons to model for the three datasets and form corresponding input-error datasets. These input-error datasets are randomly divided into the training datasets and the testing datasets in the proportion of 70% and 30%, respectively. Fig.8 shows plot of the values of average AUC of the developed interval granular fuzzy model versus the different number of clustering for the three datasets. Obviously, for the Iris dataset, when the number of clustering is set to 5, the corresponding interval granular fuzzy model can reach better global performance. Likewise for the Wine dataset and the Boston housing dataset, the corresponding values of c are 4 and 5, respectively. Table 2 reports the performance of interval granular fuzzy model developed in the case of several selected value of c and α. From Table 2 , with regard to impacts of different level of information granularity on the performance of the developed interval granular fuzzy model, the similar findings with the above two-dimensional synthetic dataset is also obtained.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this study, we have introduced a concept, detailed development scheme and performance evaluation of interval granular fuzzy model. The key of the underlying design is to build fuzzy model at the level of information granules around the input-error data formed by calculating residual error of a well-established numeric model. The output of resulting granular fuzzy model is an interval information granule used to describe of range of residual error of the well-established model, which can be delivered to the well-established model so that the output of the well-established model also becomes an interval information granule describing change range of its output. In the entire development process, information granularity, which is regarded as an important and practically useful design asset, is also fully exploited. We conducted experiments using both synthetic and real-world datasets to demonstrate the effectiveness of the presented scheme to develop interval granular fuzzy model. A series of experimental results clearly identify some attractive virtues of the developed interval granular fuzzy model: (1) its output is an interval information granule describing range of possible output value of the well-established model instead of single numeric value, which can establish a better rapport between the output of numeric model and users; (2) its output exhibits a higher level of flexibility than the numeric model; (3) it has better interpretability than the numeric model.
